Restoring Family Links (RFL) Orientation Workshop held on 6 July at Bandarban

BDRCS NHQ, Dhaka, July 6, 2017: A daylong orientation workshop for 100 students from 5 schools of Bandarban has been organized by the Bandarban Red Crescent Unit with the support of International Committee of the Red Cross—ICRC on 6 July 2017 in association with RFL Department, Bangladesh Red Crescent Society.

Mr. Safiul Azam, Managing Board Member of BDRCS, Ms. Shirin Sultana, Advisor to the Head of Delegation, ICRC, Mr. AKM Mohsin, AD, RFL Dept. and other respective RFL officials and volunteers were present in the sessions.

According to Restoring Family Links (RFL) Dept. it is desired that after completing the orientation workshop the participants will be aware of ongoing RFL activities by BDRCS in Bangladesh and also advocate the society about what to do if any of our family member missing and others topic as discussed.

Meanwhile, the BDRCS also conducted Opinion Sharing sessions with RFL volunteers of Chittagong district, City and Bandarban Red Crescent Unit.

Through RFL Dept. the BDRCS is increasing effectiveness of the movement cooperation.
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Mr. Safioul Azam, Managing Board Member of BDRCS addressing the audience.

Ms. Shirin Sultana, Advisor to the Head of Delegation, ICRC discussing with Participants.

Participants of workshop orientation on RFL

Opinion sharing session with RFL Volunteers at Chittagong District.